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ABSTRACT—The absorption of IT II radio waves in the range 230 -9 2 0  Mc/sec and 
3.18 cm microwaves in benzyl alcohol, benzyl chloriile and benzyl amine has been studied 
by the direct optical method by avoiding formation of .stationary waves. Maximum 
absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves has been exhibited bv benzyl alcohol, benzyl chloride 
and benzyl amine at temperatures 55“C. - i s ’ C and -2o*C respectively and these are 
assumed to be due to rotation of tiie substituent groups about a diameter of the benzene 
ring passing through the po.*nt of substitution.

In the U.H.b\ region in the case of benzyl chloride peaks have been observed at 
/̂ oo Mc/sec at 28*C and at 790 Mc/sec at which are due to dimers and monomers
respectively. Similarly, in the case of benzyl amine a peak due to dimer at 275 Mc/sec 
at 23*C and a peak due to monomer at 700 Mc/sec at o*C have been observed In the 
case of benzyl alcohol absorption maxima have not been observed in this region, but 
indication of the existence of a maximum beyond 850 Mc/sec has been observed. The 
radius of the rotor in this case comes out too low to be that of the molecule. In all the 
cases the absorption peaks in the U.II.F. legion shift with change of temperature 
according to Debye's theory.

The results obtained in the prc.sent invc.stigation show that in the.se substituted 
benzeiie.s the time of relaxation has different discrete values in each case and the occurrence 
of ‘ effective time of relaxation ’ postulated by lusher is corroborated by these results.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

It was reported previously by Sen ^uj5o), Kaslha (1052) and by the 

present author (Ghosh, 1953a) that some substituted benzenes exhibit absorp- 
tion maxima in the frequency range 250-900 Mc/sec at suitable temperatures 
and that the diameters of the rotors calculated from Debye’s theory 

correspond to those of the single molecules in some cases and to those of 

the dimers in other cases. It was also pointed out by the present author 

that with lowering of temperature of the liquid associated groups of molecules 
are formed in the liquid state and they exhibit new absorption maxima 

corresponding to their times of relaxation. It was further observed by the 

present author (Ghosh, 1953b) that some organic liquids, such as chloroform 

ethylene chloride etc., absorb microwaves of wavelength 3 .1^  cm at suitable 

temperatures and the absorption becomes maximum for certain values of the 
temperatures of the liquids. The radius of the rotor calculated from Debye’s 

theory in the case of ethylene chloride was found to be smaller than that of 
the single molecule and it was pointed out that the rotor may be one halt

* Communicated by Prof. S. C Sirkar
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of the molecule which has restricted rotational freedom with respect to the 
other half. It was pointed out by Sirkar {1953) that the frequencies at the 
absoiption maxima do not agree with those calculated by previous workers 
from Cole and Cole’s (1941) empirical formula. The presence of rotational 
freedom of some groups in substituted benzenes was also inferred from the 
values of dielectric loss observed in the solution of some substituted benzenes 
in the metre wavelength region by Fischer (1949). In the method employed 
by the present author, however, the frequencies of absorption peak are 
actually observed and the radius of the rotor calculated from Debye’s theory. 
It was, therefore, thought worthwhile to study the absorption of 3.18 cm 
microwaves in some pure substituted benzenes with substituent groups 
having rotational freedom in order to find out whether absorption peaks 
corresponding to the rotation of these group arc actually observed and 
whether chemical composition of the substituent group has any influence on 
the absorption. It would also be iiileresling to find out whether these liquids 
exhibit absorptiou maxima corresponding to those for monomers and dimers. 
With this object in view the absorption of 3.1S cm microwaves aud radio 
waves of frequencies ranging from 250 Mc/sec to 900 Me/sec in benzyl 
alcohol, benzyl amine and benzyl chloiide have been studied in the present 
investigation for different temperatures of the liquids.

p: X i» li r  1 m  n  n  t  a  r

The experimental arrangement used in the present investigation was the 
same as that reported previously (Ghosh i953f/, 1953^). Klystion oscillator 
of type 723 A-B was used as the source of microwaves of frequency 9415 
Mc/sec, the dry battery used in the previous investigation being replaced by a 
stabilised power pack giving '-15 0  and +300 volts resi)ectively for the 
reflector and the resonator of the oscillator tube. The circuit diagram of 
the power supply is shown in figure i. The stability of the voltage stabiliser



was tested by noting the variation of the input voltage with the correspond
ing change in the output voltage. It was observed that the output voltage 
remained constant when the input voltage was changed from 220 to 240 
volts. The output voltage was also observed to remain constant over a wide 
range of loads. A  OR 857>A and a OR 1209-A with its shield removed was 
used as the source of radio waves of frequencies ranging from 250 Mc/sec 
to 920 Mc/sec. The liquids studied were of chemically pure quality. 
They were all distilled in vacuum after piroper dehydration. In order to 
study the absorption at different temperatures the cell filled with the liquid 
was placed in baths at different lemperatiltes and when the liquid attained 
the temperature of the bath, the cell was tateen out and its outer surfaces 
were cleaned before being placed in the path of the waves between the 
oscillator and the receiver. The reading of the inicroammeter in the receiv
ing circuit with the cell filled witli benzene placed in a suitable fiosition in 
the path of the waves was taken as the incident intensity, in all the cases. 
In the case of niiorowaves the position of the cell was adjusted till the 
transmission was maximum and tlie formation of stationary waves was 
avoided in this way.

R K S U Iv T S

The values of appaieni absorption coefficient, were calculated from the 
relation

'/o
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,>.= log,,,
V \ / ( l)

where a‘ is the thicknesa of tlie liquid absorber.
The values of /a have been plotted against the temperatures in figures 2, 

4 and 8 for the microwave region and the values of have been plotted

Fig. 2 Benzyl alcohol at 9413  om. Thickness of the liquid i  cm.
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Fig.4 Benzyl chloride at 9 4 ^ 5  Mc/vsec. Thickness of the liquid, i cm

against frequencies in the figures 3. 5, 6 and 7 for the U .H .F . region. Times 
of relaxation have been calculated from Debye’s equation

(i>T: (2)-h 2 ^

and the values of a®, the cube of the radius of the rotor, have been obtained 
again from Debye’s equation

a = '-----
41V (3)

The values of differeut constants involved in the calculation of r  and a* are 
given in Table I.
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I'lK- 5 chloridr. Thickness of the lic|iiid, 3.5 cm.

Frequency in Mc/scc.*——>
Fig. 6 Benzyl chloride. Thickness of the liquid, 3 5. cm.
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900

Fig. 7 Penzvl amine at 0451 Mc/sec, Thickness of the liquid 3 crn.

F ig, 8 Benzyl amine. Thickness of the liquid 1.5  cm.
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I^iquid ~  in Me/sec 
2ir

T-K for max. ' 
ab.sorplioii 1 *1 1? X ino t X  l t 3 I t|.̂  X lo^lc.c.

Benzyl 900 (aprox) 303 i
1

la 4 4 3 1 12.24 9  354
alcohol

9 4 » 5 328 i
2.37 .

1 1O3
1
1 ! 
1 ’

1.249
1 i

1 1 • ‘ 95

Benzyl 400 301 i 5*75
1
1 1.2

1
1 3 4 .7 >̂

1
95 o4

chloride 440 313
2 ..3 7 J

4 5

8.1

1 1 33 53
)

114.3

500 273 ! J .76 25*34 42 85
750 2q8 11 ^ I 28 17.5 14.1

9/115 i
1

9-3 . i -97 i-3‘-̂ 3 1.843

Benzyl ^75 208 i 4-5 1.59 53.47 lot) „>
amine 300 3o8 4-45 I 48 49.15 ' T16 6

700 273 1
2 .3‘8 *

5-55 i . S i 2U 13 1 32.5^
9415 253 ! 7 2.o6 i .4<h; 1.88

The values of >; are obtained by extrapolation from the results reported 
in Handbook of Chemistry and Physics publislied by Chemical Rubber 
Publishing Co., the International Critical Tables and from Physico-chcmital 
constants of pure organic compounds published by J . limmermans (1050). 
The values of , have been obtained from the table of dielectric constants of 
pure lirjuids published by National Bureau of Standards, United Slates, 
Department of Commerce, and also from the International Criti'.al Tables. 
The results at very low temperatures have been obtained by extrapolation. 
The values of <;o have been assumed to lie etjual to square of n, the lefractive 
index at 2o°C for sodium D line, because the values of n at lower tempera
tures were not available.

D 1 vS C U S S I O N S

It can be seen from Table I that all the thiee liquids exhibit maximum 
absorption of 3.18 cm microwaves at suitable temperatures and cubes of the 
radii of the rotors are 1.595* i 1 .8 8 x 10  •'Vc. in the case of benzyl
alcohol, benzyl chloride and benzyl amine respectively. As the cubes of 
raelii of the molecules are many times larger than these values, the rotors 
cannot be the whole molecules. The radii, however, agree to some extent 
with those of the circles along which the substituent groups would move if 
they had rotational freedom. Thus probably, these absorption maxima are 
due to rotation of the substituent groups about a diameter of the benzene 
ring passing through the carbon atom of the ring with which the substituent 

group is attached.
As regards the absorption in the U .H .F . region, the behavibur of benzyl 

alcohol is different from that of either benzyl chloride or benzyl amine.
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Kacli of the latter two liquids sliowstvvo ahsori)tion maxima in the region 
between 250 Me/sec and ()Oo Mc/s jc . The radius of the lotor corresponding 
to one of the two abhoi[)lion maxima lies between 3 A and 4 A in both 
these cases and that corresponding to tlic other maximum is about 4.8A. 
Tlic lower value may correspond to tliat for a monomer and the higher 
value may correspond to the radius of the dimer. The agreement is fairly 
satisfactory in view of the fact that the values of the macroscopic viscosities 
have been taken in the calculation and these values have again been obtained 
by extrapolation. The fact that the absorption peaks both at lower and 
higher frequencies shilt with change of temperature of the licpiid as shown 
in figures 3, 5, 6 and 7 shows that the absorption is genuine. Thĉ  change 
of dielectric constant which takes place with the change of temperature 
cannot explain the shift of the peaks if it is assumed that the aj>parent 
absorptum is due to foimntion of stationary waves in the cell.

'file lesults obtained in the luesent investigation show that in thise 
substituent benzenes the time of relaxation has different values in each 
case and the occurieuce of ‘ effective time of relaxation ' postulated by 
Fischer (ig/jp) is corroboiated by these results. The influence of constitU' 
tion of ihe substituents on the value of the 1 ad ins of the lotor is quite 
evident fioin a coni]>anson of the lesulls for benzyl alcohol with those for 
the othei tuo liquids. In the foinici case no absorption peak is observed in 
the range 250-900 INIe/'sec and there is indication of the occurrence of a 
peak at a ficcpiency higher than S50 Mc/scc. ]{\eii if the fre(iuency is 
taken as gooMc/sec the cube of llie rotor calculated from Debye s theory 
becomes c).35 x 10“ "̂* cc. This is much smaller than tlie corrcsfioiuling values 
for the other two molecules. This discrepancy may be due to the fact 
that the macroscopic viscosity is much laigcr in the case of benzyl alcohol 
than that in the case of the other two liquids and that the viscous forces 
actually acting on the molecule during its oiicntation in the liquid are much 
weaker tlian the macroscopic viscosity as pointed out by Sirkar (1953). 
Probably the presence of OH groups facilitates hydrogen-bonding among 
neighbouring molecules increasing thereby the macroscoiiic viscosity, but 
a small percentage of single molecules still exists in the liquid and when 
the. ĉ molecules try to orient, the forces acting on them are just ordinary 
viscous forces and not the forces increased in stiengtii by hydrogen-bonding.

Investigations with other molecules of similar stiucture are in progress.
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